
A Program Focused on Developed Parks



TREES ARE ESSENTIAL FOR SEATTLE PARKS
Trees for Seattle Parks - a multi-decade program with a multi-century vision. 

Goals - 
● Recognize trees as one of the most important assets that define a park
● Ensure the trees are resilient and can survive 

Focus - 
● Developed parks 



CRISIS OF TREE LOSS 

Developed parks include:
● Most recreation and gathering spaces in Seattle’s parks 
● Wide range of non-forested parks in Seattle’s system of parks and boulevards

(Trees in natural areas fall under the care of the Green Seattle Partnership, which also includes 
specified areas within other park classifications in the system.)

Recent tree canopy analysis shows a loss across Seattle, including in Developed parks.



CRISIS OF TREE LOSS 

WHAT DOES THIS MEAN FOR OUR 
DEVELOPED PARKS?

● Current budgets are insufficient to replace dying trees

● More than 300 trees are being lost annually

● Backlog of over 2,000 dead trees need to be replaced

A substantial sustained investment is needed 
to retain existing canopy in our Developed parks.  



CRISIS OF TREE LOSS 



CRISIS OF TREE LOSS 

BUDGET NEED: $2M Annually

● To plant 500 new trees 
● To establish 2,500 trees planted in the preceding five years. 

Establishment over the course of the five years, primarily entails 
regular watering during the expanding warm weather season, 
as well as staking, mulching, unstaking, and general care.

Currently the annual budget has met: 
● only 5% of the annual need.



CRISIS OF TREE LOSS 

BUDGET NEED: $2M annually 
NOW ALLOCATED: Park District Cycle 2 - starting at $825K in 2023
NEED: $1.2M annually

● The Mayor and Park District Board have allocated funds for 6 years 
to plant more trees in Developed parks, starting at $825K in 2023. 

● This will meet 40% of the annual need for the next 6 years - 
a substantial and sustainable commitment from the Park District Cycle 2.

● An additional $1.2M annually is needed to reach “no net loss” 
within the next two decades.



PROGRAM 
PROTOCOLS 

LEVELS OF NEED

Using Seattle’s Racial & Social Equity Index (RSEI):

● Areas in Highest Need get the most trees 
planted each funding cycle.

● Parks in the categories of Moderate and 
Lowest Need get trees planted at a ratio 
relative to the Highest Need areas.



PROGRAM PROTOCOLS 

ALLOCATION FORMULA

This process ensures high-need areas get the most trees planted, while 
lower need areas can have some trees planted to address the tree loss 
throughout the system.



PRIORITY BASED ON PARK ATTRIBUTES 

After prioritizing sites with 
greatest need, then park 
attribute factors are taken 
into consideration.

The Park Attribute Table uses 
scores to rank parks so that 
tree planting will focus 
systematically on parks with 
the greatest relative need.



PARK ATTRIBUTE 
MAPPING 

HEAT ISLANDS - elevate the 
ranking of a Developed park.

GIS maps can help:
● visualize the different needs 

across the city,
● guide tree planting decisions.

Green Seattle Partnership areas are 
cross-hatched and help show where 
existing forested areas can be found. 

Sample 
Excerpt



SITE ANALYSIS
Careful analysis of site ecology 
and character will underpin the 
process of tree planting.



TREE SELECTION 

Best practices, site character and intended 
design will guide individual species selection.



SITE 
DESIGN 

Trees are intended to 
be selected and 
planted to support and 
contribute to the park 
design and function.



SIGNATURE TREES 

Long-lived trees’ benefits are immeasurable. 

Goals:
● Identify sites, particularly in newer parks, 

to plant long-living tree species to flourish 
over the next 200 years  

● Establish future Heritage Trees in parks  

A Signature Tree:
● has the potential to live 200 years or more 
● would be specially sited in its park
● engages the community in its care
● demonstrates the potential for that species 
● provides the neighborhood with a focal point 

within its park



SITE 
DESIGN 

Each park is unique, 
but each is critical to 
helping provide shade 
for its community.

Even in parks which 
have large areas of 
playfields, there are 
opportunities to plant 
trees which can 
provide important 
shade.



TREES ARE 
ESSENTIAL FOR 
SEATTLE PARKS

For the Trees for Seattle Parks program 
to successfully address the tree loss crisis, 
funding is needed now and it needs 
to be sustained over time, if we want to keep 
our parks green for the future.

Please join in supporting this effort.
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A program in collaboration with



Questions?
● What can make this program more compelling?
● What role can the Urban Forestry Commission 

and its members play?
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